POWERFUL TURNKEY
STORAGE & ARCHIVE
SYSTEM

THE SUPREME ON-PREM SOLUTION
The eMAM Vault media asset management system can run on the new
XenData X40 Appliance. The combined solution secures media and
streamlines its use. It is affordable and easy to set up, with support from
both companies and their network of system integrator partners in
regional markets worldwide.
With media subject to ransomware and hard drive failure, it has never
been more important to secure critical content. With tight budgets and
timetables, staff cannot waste time looking for media. A browsable library
makes it easy to search, browse, and deliver wherever and however
needed.

BENEFITS
Simple: Users use a web
browser to access the media.
Searchable: Simple and
advanced search options and
search filters make it easy to
find, browse, and preview the
media.
Secure: Best-in-class XenData
technologies protect all the
media. eMAM provides access

Both XenData and eMAM have extensive experience meeting the needs of
the largest organizations. This combined system can grow to fit future
needs across any number of locations and systems; so, it can grow as your
needs change. eMAM can add additional workflows and tools, including
disaster recovery, AI tagging, advanced transcoding and packaging,
collaborative editing/production asset management, broadcast and
newsroom, social media and email marketing, publishing to platforms and
sites, and live ingest.
The XenData X40 Appliance securely archives your content on LTO data
cartridges which are managed in a robotic LTO library that can scale to
multiple petabytes. The archived files may also be copied to cloud object
storage from AWS, Azure and Wasabi or even to XenData private cloud
storage in a remote location.

controls to control which
media users access and what
they can do with them.
Scalable: Both XenData and
eMAM can meet the needs of
the largest of organizations
worldwide with additional
processes and features, in
local and hybrid
environments.

EMAM VAULT

FEATURES
Manages multi-petabyte LTO
libraries with up to 4 LTO
drives
40-80 TB internal RAID cache
retains frequently accessed
files
Runs eMAM software
Automatically replicates LTO
Cartridges
Optionally Replicates to
Cloud

XENDATA X-40 APPLIANCE

LTFS or TAR Formats
Manages unlimited
externalized LTO cartridges
Mounts LTO archive as a SMB
share
Easy migration to later LTO
generations including LTO-9,
with 18 TB native capacity

ABOUT EMAM
For 15 years, the eMAM product line (eMAM Vault, eMAM Publish, eMAM Workgroup, eMAM Enterprise, eMAM Cloud Service,
and eMAM Cloud Platform) meets the media asset management and workflow management needs of broadcast, media,
government, and corporate organizations in local, hybrid, and cloud environments worldwide. With over 90 technology
partners and extensive tools, APIs, and configuration options, eMAM can provide optimized, streamlined workflows.
More information is available at emamsolutions.com, emamcloud.com, with videos at vimeo.com/emam2020 and by
phone at +1 888.808.3856.
eMAM resellers are listed at https://emamsolutions.com/reseller.aspx or contact sales@emamsolutions.com.

ABOUT XENDATA
XenData is a global provider of professional data storage solutions optimized for video and other applications with high
volumes of large files. It offers cutting edge hybrid cloud solutions and highly scalable on-premises active archive
systems. XenData has customers in over 90 countries, including TV stations, government organizations, global media
companies and other large corporations.
For more information, visit www.xendata.com.

